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1. The Role of Natural Language Processing in Automatic Item Generation

1.1. The Scope of Automatic Item Generation

There is an increasing interest in the use of Automatic Item Generation (AIG) in

educational assessment, concomitant with the development of technologies which have brought

delivery of test content by computers into the mainstream. Early work (e.g. Bejar 1986, 1993,

1996, 2002; Bejar & Yocom 1991, Hively, Patterson & Page 1968, Irvine, Dunn & Anderson

1990, Laduca et al. 1986, Meisner, Luecht & Reckase 1993) has led to a flowering of AIG

research (see, e.g., Irvine & Kyllonen 2002 for an overview.)

Automatic item generation -- the practice of creating assessment items algorithmically --

can be motivated in part by a number of obvious practical advantages (cf. Bennett in press). AIG

can speed or even partially automate the development of new items, it can provide similar items

at the same level of difficulty, thus improving test security, and it can support adaptive testing by

providing similar items that vary systematically in difficulty. Given the attractiveness of these

goals, much recent research has focused upon evaluating the extent to which these promises can

be met (cf. Bejar et al. 2002, Enright, Morley & Sheehan 1999, Enright & Sheehan 2002, Hombo

& Dresher 2001, Wright 2001).

However, automatic item generation obviously and critically depends upon well-founded

models of the cognitive abilities underlying performance. Where such models are lacking,

generation algorithms can have heuristic usefulness only. Much of the recent progress in AIG

has come in areas where there are well-founded cognitive theories to support the development of

AIG algorithms, e.g., matrix completion (Embretson 1993, 1998, 1999, 2001) or analytical

reasoning (Newstead et al. 2002). It is thus important to approach AIG in the light of theories of

test construction which ground item design upon an evidentiary basis, such as Evidence Centered

Design (ECD), cf. Mislevy et al. 2002.

1.2. Generation of Verbal Items: Templates and Natural Language Generation

It is not particularly surprising to note that applications of AIG have been concentrated in

areas where the underlying cognitive domain is restricted in content and highly structured (e.g.,

various forms of abstract reasoning and mathematics.) Progress in automatic generation of verbal
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item types has been much more limited, due to the openness of content and the considerable

complexity of natural language. For passage-based verbal items, there is a strong preference for

developing naturalistic items based upon actually published materials, and the most productive

approaches have focused upon providing techniques to support test developers by supporting

more efficient source selection and evaluation (cf. Sheehan, Deane and Kostin, in this forum.)

Where more constrained item types have required natural language generation, the

treatment of verbal materials has been very straightforward and minimal, involving generation

from verbal templates, cf. Dennis et al. 2002. The practical advantages of template-based

generation are obvious: implementation is straightforward, development time is minimal, and

item generation can be based directly on existing items. However, automatic item generation

from simple templates of this sort has clear limitations, in both theory and practice, as it is based

on pure string manipulation without making use of any linguistic knowledge. This paper will

explore the usefulness of an alternative method: Natural Language Generation (NLG), i.e., the

use of computational linguistics techniques to automate text generation, cf. Reiter & Dale 1997,

Cahill & Reape 1999, Paiva 1998.

Natural language generation systems typically have the following structure (cf. Reiter

1995, Cahill et al. 1999):

Input Content
Determination

Sentence
Planning

Figure 1

Surface
Realisation

Text

Reiter 1995 outlines several ways in which Natural Language Generation (NLG) systems

have potential to achieve superior performance over simple template systems:

1. Maintainability.

Generating text from templates requires storing and manipulating large numbers of lists,
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carefully adjusted to be appropriate for a specific generation task. A NLG system

can be used to separate knowledge about language in general from knowledge about

specific tasks and thus to increase the ease with which a system can be maintained

and modified to suit changing needs and demands.

2. Flexibility of Output

As the number of templates in a template-based system grows, it becomes more and more

probable that the variety of templates disguises the systematic combination of a much

smaller set of variables. An NLG system can be used to reduce this variety, thus enabling

much more flexible text generation.

3. Quality of Output

Sooner or later a template-based system comes up against one of the many context-

dependencies inherent in human language, such as subject-verb agreement (1 man

sings, 2 men sing), selection restrictions (you drive a car, but fly an airplane), definite

vs. indefinite (a student ... later, the student) and the like. A well-developed NLG system

contains modules that handle such phenomena automatically. In a template based system,

by contrast, it is necessary to handle such variations over and over again on an ad hoc

basis.

4. Potential for Multilingual Output

In a template based system, text generation in multiple languages only happens at a price:

namely, separate translation of every single template from the source into the

target language. By contrast, in an NLG system low-level language-specific details are

segregated in language-specific modules, making it possible to transpose high level

knowledge without a complete system redesign.

It should be noted that the distinction between template-based and true natural language

generation systems (also termed plan-based systems) is one of degree. I.e., there exist hybrid

systems which use templates for high level document structure, but use NLG to automate the

expression of details (cf. Pianta & Tovena 1999).
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The considerations adduced thus far suggest that there is considerable room for synergy

between automatic item generation within assessment theory, and natural language generation

within computational linguistics. Both are concerned with automatic generation of verbal

material, and in complementary ways. While automatic item generation focuses on controlling

construct-relevant content, natural language generation focuses on lower-level document details:

given a content domain, the strength of an NLG system is that it can provide general algorithm

for expressing messages within that domain, eliminating massive maintenance of item-specific

text generation facilities.

1.3. Automatic Item Generation, Natural Language Generation, and Evidence-Centered

Design

Another way to address the potential contribution of NLG to automatic item generation is

to consider the radical/incidental distinction discussed in Kyllonen 2002. Kyllonen points out

that all AIG systems must distinguish between those factors which significantly affect item

difficulty (radicals) and those which do not (incidentals). There is no way to know a priori

which aspects of a verbal item are radicals, and which are incidentals: it depends on the cognitive

content of the item, and on the actual task the item requires test subjects to perform. However, it

is clear that many if not the vast majority of the variables referenced by an NLG system must be

incidentals: particular choice of words, of grammatical constructions, of fine details of phrasing,

should not affect difficulty significantly (though they might.) It is useful, however, to separate

verbal tasks into two fundamentally different elements: those which only involve decoding

(determining the meaning of the text as written) and those which involve content manipulation

(performing inference or other thought processes on the content after decoding.) There is a

direct relationship between a natural language generation system and decoding: an NLG system

specifies how to encode what test subjects must decode; and what is more, if it is well-designed,

it specifies how to do so without causing difficulties in comprehension. Unless a verbal item is

explicitly testing decoding skills, therefore, radicals should involve content manipulation, and we

can (as a first approximation) treat an NLG system as a way of abstracting away from incidentals

only relevant to decoding.
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Another way of putting the same point is that wording typically interacts with radicals at

the level of content. This can take a variety of forms: interactions of content with task difficulty,

correlations of content with task complexity, and verbal complexities which arise as the

relationship between content and task becomes more and more indirect. For instance, Enright &

Sheehan (2002) show that math word problems differ in difficulty depending on the real world

content to which they are applied, e.g. when a particular mathematical formula is stated as a

distance-rate-time problem, it is significantly more difficult than the same mathematical formula

stated as a cost and price calculation. Similarly, when a mathematical formula is cast in terms of

probabilities, it is significantly more difficult than when it is cast in terms of percents.

Consider the implications for a method of test construction which seeks to ground test

development in psychological reality, such as Evidence Centered Design or ECD (as in Mislevy

et al. 2002). From this perspective, these considerations suggest the following operating

hypotheses:

1. Verbal content matters and must be included in a task analysis, even for a math

problem.

2. The act of constructing an NLG system for automatic item generation requires that

one build a model of verbal content and separate it from details of verbal encoding;

thus, building an effective NLG system can contribute to the construction of a realistic

task model, because the content of the underlying task and the content of

an item which expresses that task are necessarily linked.

3. Most of the NLG system will concern details of verbal encoding, which can arguably

be treated as incidentals unless the construct is designed to asses encoding/

decoding skills.

In short, natural language generation can contribute far more to Automatic Item

Generation than the convenience of producing novel items on demand. The very act of building

an NLG system requires a systematic analysis of task content, and such an analysis can be

leveraged to facilitate construction of task models within an ECD framework.
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1.4. Prospectus, Caveats, Plan of Attack

This paper is an exploration of the conceptual issues which have arisen in the course of

building a natural language generation system for automatic item generation. While natural

language processing techniques are applicable to general verbal items (see Sheehan, Deane &

Kostin, this forum) math word problems are particularly tractable targets for natural language

generation techniques (rather like the analytical reasoning items discussed by Newstead et al.

2002). In particular: They are drawn from a constrained universe of discourse; the underlying

task is susceptible to formalization, little complex inference is required, and encoding/decoding

(basic verbal comprehension) is not at issue. Yet math word problems still involve a variety of

formal contents, a broad set of real world contexts, and significant verbal complexity.

In what follows, a number of tools from linguistics and natural language processing will

be introduced which help to reduce this complexity to a manageable range. Most critical to this

enterprise is the notion of semantic frame which derives ultimately from Fillmore (1968)'s

concept of semantic case, since it provides a method for effectively organizing verbal content

within an NLG system. In particular, the analysis will show how use of one such semantic frame

-- the Transportation Frame -- makes it possible to analyze the variation of distance/rate/time

word problems and isolate a serious of variables with clear Task-Model relevance.

2. Automatic Generation of Math Word Problems

2.1. Cognitive Analysis of Mathematical Problem Solving

Considerable progress has been made in understanding the cognitive structure of word

problems in mathematics (cf. McArthur, Stasz & Hotta 1986-1987, Nathan, Kintsch & Young

1992, Paige & Simon 1966, Sebrechts, Enright, Bennett & Martion 1996, Singley, Anderson &

Gevins 1991, Sweller, Mawer & Ward 1983). Much of this structure can be isolated by

considering the formal structure of the math and the tasks which must be carried out in order to

apply an (instructionally) appropriate algorithm. Such task variable analysis (cf. Brown & Burton

1978, Goldin & McClintock 1984; Riley, Greeno & Heller 1983) can be very effective at

identifying specific factors which affect item difficulty.
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However, word problems present two additional complications: verbal comprehension,

and translation from verbal materials to formal mathematical representations. While mathematics

word problems are not designed to test verbal comprehension, verbal content appears to have a

strong impact on learning and generalization. Classifications of word problems (e.g. Hinsley,

Hayes & Simon 1977, Mayer 1981, Hall et al. 1989, and Reed et al. 1990) typically pay close

attention to the verbal scenario, or "story line". Mathematically unsophisticated learners appear

to pay more attention to verbal content than to mathematical structure (Silver 1979; Reed, 1987;

Reed et al. 1990; Weaver & Kintsch, 1992), and it is the combination of the story line with its

translation into a mathematical formula which appears to drive learning. Instructional frequency

of the story line/formula combination is strongly associated with item difficulty (Mayer, 1982) ,

leading to the theory that students learn by acquiring particular schemas -- pairings of verbal

content with mathematical formulas, along the lines sketched by Marshall (1995).

Schema theory suggests that excessive particularity is the greatest instructional danger

with respect to word problems: if the story line/mathematical formula pairings are too concrete,

students will fail to generalize word problems effectively. Effective instruction requires that

schemas be formed at a sufficiently abstract level to support accurate generalization to new

problem types (Weaver & Kintsch, 1992).

The literature suggests a level of granularity in which verbal content establishes broad

classes of problems, subdivided into specific schemas by the details of the story

line/mathematical formula mapping. For instance, Mayer (1981) identifies 25 general families of

algebra word problems, based upon verbal content: motion, current, age, coin, work, part, dry

mixture, wet mixture, percent, ratio, unit cost, markup/discount/profit, interest, direct variation,

inverse variation, digit, rectangle, circle, triangle, series, consecutive integer, physics,

probability, arithmetic, and word. Within the set of motion problems, Mayer identifies 13

different templates depending on details of verbal content which affect the mapping onto

mathematical formulas: e.g., whether one vehicle overtakes another, whether two vehicles

converge on the same point, whether speed changes during a trip, whether one vehicle

undertakes a round trip, and so forth.

The striking thing to note about such classifications is how extensively they are driven by

the structure of verbal content, and not by the mathematical skills they are designed to test.
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2.2. Schemas and Templates: Automatic Item Generation for Math Word Problems

Schema theory has provided the basis for automatic item generation of math word

problems. Probably the most ambitious such effort is the Math Test Creation Assistant (Math

TCA) project reported in a number of recent publications, including Singley & Bennett 2002.

This system is designed to provide a general tool for constructing items in line with the

principles of schema theory, supporting construction of families of models and allowing the

analyst to assign specific mappings from words to equations. The Math TCA can be viewed as a

general-purpose automatic item generation system for math, and as a simple template-based

natural language generation system. Its -- very considerable -- strengths lie in its complete

customizability and in the high degree of control it offers over the mathematical structure of

models. But viewed as a natural language generation system, or as a theory of the verbal content

used in math word problems, its content is minimal.

Beyond fixed verbal templates

The essence of a template-based system lies in the postulation of a series of fixed verbal

template. For example, a very simple distance-rate-time model could be built around the

following verbal template:

A traveled miles in hours.

On average, how fast did the move during this time period?

But there are many wordings compatible with this choice of variables. We could easily

substitute another template:

It took hours for a to go miles.

What was the 's average speed?

There is a broad range of wordings available, subject to the principles of verbal

paraphrase. In a template based system, paraphrase possibilities have to be enumerated

exhaustively: not a problem when dealing with a single template, but highly problematic when

managing a library containing thousands of templates. On the other hand, one of the potential



advantages of a natural language generation system is that paraphrase possibilities can be

derived by choosing different grammatical and lexical options during generation.

Moreover, the paraphrase possibilities for any given model family are not random: they

reflect the resources the language makes available for that particular class of verbal content. If

the same verbal content is reused in a different testing context, the same resources should be

available for reuse in the new context.

Beyond ad-hoc word lists

In a verbal template system, slots are filled by choosing items from lists. This provides

great power to fine-tune the generative power of the system, but the content of the lists is not

fixed by any principle other than authorial judgment.

Another way to make the point is that the blanks in a verbal template correspond to

concepts not to randomly chosen words. In other words, the simple template for motion

problems discussed earlier would better be expressed as

Or, even better, as

A VEHICLE traveled INTEGER miles in INTEGER hours.

VEHICLE MOVE(DISTANCE,TIME)

If we know English, we know what words correspond to vehicles; we know what

expressions indicate distance and time; we know what verbs and grammatical constructions are

available to express motion. All of this linguistic detail is part of the linguistic encoding of

verbal content. A general understanding of distance/rate/time word problems can only be ignored

by abstracting from linguistic details and mapping directly to mathematical formulas from the

verbal content at this level of abstraction. Indeed, if someone speaks Japanese or Spanish

instead of English, their ability to solve math word problems will be essentially the same as long

as they know how to map from general concepts like VEHICLE, MOTION, DISTANCE and

TIME to the right mathematical knowledge.



One of the advantages of a natural language generation system, if it is well designed, is

that the categories and relationships it contains will embody a theory of the expression of verbal

content. In the case of math word problems, one of the generalizations we wish to capture is that

the relationship between mathematics and verbal content must be represented at the level of

generic concepts like VEHICLE, MOVE, DISTANCE, RATE, or TIME, and not at the level of

individual words and fixed verbal templates. In fact, there is evidence that students at low skill

levels solve math word problems by memorizing verbal and mathematical templates, and that

their ability to transfer these skills to new problem types is limited by their failure to represent

the problem at the right level of generality (Reed, Dempster, & Ettinger 1985).

Slot dependencies derive from constraints on verbal content

In a pure template system, the selection of slot fillers should be entirely independent: it

should not matter what has been chosen to fill slot A when it comes time to fill slot B. In actual

practice, there are important dependencies across slots. If a vehicle is moving 5,000 miles per

hour, it is not a bicycle. If a vehicle is being driven, if is not an airplane. If its operator is called a

pilot, it is not an automobile. Mechanisms can be provided to keep track of such dependencies,

but if that is done item by item, it rather misses the point. Given ordinary knowledge of the world

and the language we use to describe it, such dependencies follow as a matter of common sense.

A template-based system has no way of capturing common sense knowledge. By contrast, some

types of natural language generation systems allow for explicit modeling of domain-specific

knowledge (cf. Beale, Nirenburg, Viegas & Wanner 1998). Or to make the point rather baldly:

when verbal content is what one wishes to model, there is really no substitute for a model of

verbal content.

Schema families are driven by the structure of verbal content

Finally, it is worth considering just what drives the multiplication of templates in a

schema-driven model. Mayer (1981) postulates separates schemas for motion problems in which

one vehicle overtakes another

-- two vehicles travel in opposite directions

-- two vehicles converge on a single destination



-- one vehicle goes on a round trip

-- two vehicles take unrelated trips

and so forth.

Each of these problem types entails different mathematical relationships: but the math is

not driving the variation in problem forms. It is the content of the domain. Given the basic logic

of motion through space, and a choice of one or two vehicles to move, the set of motion

scenarios is entirely predictable. What is less predictable (because it requires a deeper

understanding of the math) is the relationship between scenarios and mathematical formulas.

To sum up the argument: verbal content is not an afterthought in math word problems. It

has a fundamental role to play. The range of problem types is highly constrained by the structure

of the content domain, which also largely determines their conceptual properties and the

linguistic resources by which their underlying mathematical relationships can be expressed.

These considerations suggest the verbal content is the critical level for the analysis of

math word problems, because it functions as the interface between ordinary language and

mathematical thought. On the one hand, the mathematical properties of word problems are

irreducibly tied to the abstract conceptual structure of the content domain. On the other hand,

once verbal content has been selected, the rest of the automatic item generation process reduces

to linguistic encoding: potentially complex, but essentially irrelevant to the task model.

2.3. Moving beyond Templates: Using Semantic Frames to Formalize the Concept of Word

Problem Families

The problem, then, is to have a method for representing verbal content which can play a

dual role, serving both as a representation of the generic conceptual structure that appears to be

critical for math word problems, and which can provide the basis for natural language generation.

An excellent candidate for this purpose can be found in Frame Semantics, a linguistic theory of

word meaning which appears to have exactly the needed properties.

Frame semantics is due largely to the work of Charles Fillmore (Fillmore 1968, 1975,

1976, 1977a,b, 1982, 1985; Fillmore & Atkins 1994; Baker, Fillmore & Lowe 1998; Fillmore &

Baker 2001). It belongs to the same general family of theoretical constructs as Minsky's concept



of frame as "a data structure representing a stereotyped situation" (1975:212) and Schank and

Abelson's (1977) concept of script. It differs from these in its emphasis on using frames as tools

to characterize word meaning, using them to capture not only stereotypical expectations about a

scene, but to characterize the semantic relationships among words which reference common

underlying knowledge.

Frame semantics derives primarily, however, from Fillmore's work on the concept of

semantic case frames. Fillmore (1968) observed that the relationships between a verb and the

nouns associated with it fall into a small set of basic patterns. For instance, verbs of physical

action typically involve patterns like the following:

John broke the plate with a hammer.

The hammer broke the plate.

The plate broke.

The patterns we see here are typical for verbs in which an AGENT (typically a human

being) uses an INSTRUMENT (a tool or other item) to produce a change in a PATIENT.

Fillmore identified a small set of these basic case frames, corresponding to high-level

abstract concepts such as MOVE, CHANGE, and PERCEIVE. E.g., an AGENT CHANGES a

PATIENT with an INSTRUMENT, a THEME MOVES from ORIGIN to DESTINATION along

a ROUTE, an EXPERIENCER PERCEIVES a PERCEPTION, and so on.

Case frames represent only the most skeletal aspects of meaning. In ensuing work,

Fillmore examined how case frames are deployed in more specific lexical items, and developed a

theory of meaning in which abstract case frames are instantiated by more specific semantic

frames, and argued that the meanings of words can only be stated properly if the semantic frames

are taken as basic and the words are defined by the role they play in particular semantic frames.

For instance, the abstract semantic cases THEME, SOURCE and GOAL correspond in one

instance to the concepts of (commercial) GOODS, the BUYER, and the SELLER. In terms of

Fillmore's theory, there is a Commercial Transaction frame. This frame includes a list of

participants, most importantly, the buyer, the seller, the goods, and money. It also includes a set

of actions and events, most importantly, the transfer of goods from the buyer to the seller in

exchange for money. A wide range of terms can then be defined against this frame. For instance,
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the verbs buy, sell, spend, and cost all evoke the same background concepts, but use them

differently. Buy focuses our attention on the buyer's getting the goods. Sell focuses our attention

on the seller's giving up the goods. Spend focuses our attention on the buyer's giving up the

money. Cost focuses our attention on the price, i.e., the relationship between the goods and the

money. In each case, the conceptual base is the same; what differs how each word selects

particular parts of the frame for emphasis or elaboration.

In Fillmore's conception, semantic frames form a schematic hierarchy. Thus, beneath the

relatively abstract Commercial Transaction frame can be found such frames as the frame for

lending money, where the basic concepts of buyer, seller, goods, and money are elaborated into

the more specific concepts of borrower,lender, loan, and interest. Critically, Frame Semantics

allows both a specification of the conceptual relationships among concepts and a detailed

linguistic specification of how those concepts are expressed verbally.

There is an ongoing NSF-funded research project, the FrameNet project, which has as its

goal the construction of a comprehensive database of semantic frames and the classification of a

broad segment of English vocabulary in terms of Frame Semantics (Fillmore & Atkins, 1998

Johnson & Fillmore 2000, Ruppenhoffer, Baker & Fillmore 2002). As it increases in coverage, it

will provide detailed syntactic and semantic information about words stated in terms for

semantic frame theory. Frame-based semantics has already been used effectively for construction

of semantic parsers in computational linguistics (cf. Gildea & Jurafsky 2002). But one of the

striking features of frame semantic analysis is that it brings together all of the vocabulary that is

relevant to talking about a particular topic and arranges it into a structure where the relationships

among the elements are made explicit.

2.4. Frame Semantics and the Structure of Word Problems

The relevance of frame semantics becomes clear as soon as we examine patterns of

vocabulary use in math word problems. The vocabulary and syntax are constrained, highly

systematic, and essentially stereotyped, and appear to have been purposely selected for high

prototypicality. In essence, each type of word problem appears to make systematic use of a

specific semantic frame.



That is, the vocabulary and syntax used are typically drawn from core areas of human

experience: e.g., motion and transportation, building and creating, buying and selling, or from

important instances of these core concepts, such as interest and taxation. For any given semantic

frame

- there are a limited number of roles and relationships, with

regular rules about how these roles and relationships

map onto sentences

- there is a significant amount of interdependency and specialized

lexical knowledge (motorists drive cars, pilots fly airplanes;

investors earn interest on accounts, governments collect tax from taxpayers)

These linguistic details matter for natural language generation, but they can be ignored

for other purposes. From a frame semantic point of view, if we do not care about the linguistic

details, a wide range of sentences can be reduced to simple semantic formulas, such as PERSON

OPERATES VEHICLE, RECIPIENT GETS MONEY, and the like. If we abstract word

problems in this fashion, the resulting templates appear to be commensurate with the schemas

postulated in schema theory. That is, the variables we get out of the verbal template and the

variables we need to include in a task model can be matched essentially one to one.

2.4.1. A Sample Domain: Distance-Rate-Time Problems

Distance-rate-time problems provide an excellent illustration of the principles involved.

They deploy some of the most common and central linguistic concepts: verbs of motion,

expressions for speed, time and distance, and related terms. The actual mathematical content,

expressed in terms of measurements of distance, time, and speed, is overlaid by a rich conceptual

structure in which people or vehicles follow paths from one place to another. The verbal

expression of distance rate time problems can therefore be reduced to a set of choices within this

conceptual frame -- e.g., the number of distinct travel events, the type of participants in these

events (what sort of person or vehicle is involved), and the relationship among these events (for

instance, round trip or multiple-leg trips) -- combined with specific choices for the concepts used

for the measurement of distance, rate and time. These choices are of the sort that can be

incorporated readily into a task model; moreover, once these choices have been made, the task of



generating the actual language is highly constrained, allowing construction of a natural language

generation system that maps these high-level conceptual choices directly to actual word

problems.

Let us examine some of the details of this system, starting with an examination of the

Transportation frame commonly deployed in Distance-Rate-Time word problems, and

proceeding through enough of the linguistic detail to see semantic frames provide an excellent

representational mode for the schematic structure of math word problems of this type.

Semantic Case: Motion

At the most abstract level the vocabulary being deployed is that of motion -- and so the

highest level schema involves --

The Theme -- the entity which moves or is moved;

The Source -- the location from which the theme moves;

The Goal - the location to which the theme moves;

The Route -- the path from source to goal

The Distance -- the length of the path from source to goal

This basic frame must be elaborated in two ways. First, we must take into account the

relationship between motion and time; i.e.,

The Start time -- the time at which the Theme leaves the Source;

The End time -- the time at which the Theme reaches the Goal;

The Duration, or overall time -- the time it takes the theme to reach the goal;

The Motion Event -- the motion which occurs between the start and end time

The Rate, or speed -- the relationship between distance and duration for a motion event

Second, we must allow for actions in which an agent causes movement to take place, in

which case we have to allow for the following additional roles:



The Agent -- typically a person, the entity which causes motion to take place

The Instrument -- the means by which motion is effected

The basic motion vocabulary involves different relationships among these roles; in

particular, the choice of motion verbs depends upon which combination of roles is expressed in a

sentence.

Semantic Frames: Transportation

Given the basic motion case frame, a broad range of more specific concepts can be

defined. Among these are the concepts associated with transportation by vehicle. The

Transportation frame can be described as a specific instance of the generic motion frame in

which --

(i) The Agent is also the Theme (i.e., people cause themselves to move)

(ii) The Instrument is a vehicle (i.e., a moving object which carries the Agent and

possibly other people)

The transportation frame inherits all of the participant roles associated with the Motion

frame, but adds additional or more specialized roles. In particular, we must distinguish

Operator -- (Agent and Theme) -- the person who controls the vehicle

Passenger -- (Theme) other people carried by the vehicle

Vehicle -- (Instrument) -- the object used to transport the operator and any passengers

Fuel -- (Means) -- a substance which powers the vehicle

Beneath this generic Transportation frame we must specify a hierarchy of more specific

frames which define the detailed vocabulary of motion. We must distinguish types of vehicles:

land vehicles, typically driven on a road, air vehicles, typically flown through the air, sea

vehicles, typically sailed on a body of water. We must distinguish subframes even more specific,

in order to account for such details as the fact that chauffeurs drive limousines, or that we



steam a steamship. Each specialized term inherits grammatical and semantic properties from the

higher-level frames, and derives specific meaning from the relationship it holds to other words

with the same semantic base.

From Frames to Schematic Logical Representations

Given a frame analysis, one can severely reduce the information necessary to represent a

word problem, as the choice of particular words is almost entirely driven by the choice of

subframe. In the work being reported on here, a variant of second-order predicate logic is used to

represent word problems at this level of abstraction, which is (approximately) that of the general

Transportation frame. For instance, a sentence like a car drove 600 miles could be represented

logically as:

VEHICLEIW TRAVEL(DISTANCE="600"IP)

where lexical elements (VEHICLE, TRAVEL, DISTANCE) are represented as abstract labels,

to be filled in by choosing a frame and substituting appropriate lexical and grammatical materials

(which are essentially predictable given the choice of content expressed by the logic.)

From Logical Representations to Mental Models

Of course, real distance-rate-time word problems involve more than one sentence, and

more than one instance of vehicles traveling from one point to another. Word problems can

describe sequences of events, events happening to multiple people, events in a variety of times

and places, subject to two main constraints. First, the verbal content must fit the structure of the

mathematical content being tested, which means (for example) that distance-rate-time problems

are most sensibly used to test people's ability to solve simple three-variable algebra problems;

second, that the verbal content should not be unnecessarily lengthy, abstruse, or complex. Given

these constraints, the variations observed among items fall within clear limits. A word problem

might mention two people's names: it is very unlikely to mention five or six. A word problem

might describe a sequence of two or three distinct events: it is most unlikely to mention a



sequence of five or six. A word problem might compare two different types of transportation: it

is most unlikely to compare transportation with some utterly unrelated class of event.

As a result, word problems have a complexity and structure which is well suited to the

construction of mental models in the sense of Johnson-Laird (1983) and Gentner & Stevens

(1983): a small mental structure with a limited number of component entities and relationships,

subject to direct imagination and inspection. The frame-based conceptual structures which

underlie the logic of distance-rate-time problems can easily be deployed to create mental models

in this sense, and analysis of a set of GRE distance-rate-time items suggests that such problems

vary along the following dimensions:

I. Mental Model Structure

Ia The number of events

Ib The semantic frame associated with each event

Ic The primary participants in each event

Id The identity of primary participants across events

Ie The secondary roles that are relevant to each event

If The identity of secondary roles across events

II. Task-Relevant Problem Structuring

Ha The mapping from mathematical variables to frame-semantic roles

IIb Which variables are explicitly given values in the text

IIc Which variables are queried, so that their values must be

determined to answer the question

IId Which other variables are left implicit so that their values

can only be determined by inference or calculation

He Additional operations required to complete the task

IIf Modifications or limitations on variables to guarantee correct solutions

III. Document Format and Structure

Ina Document type

Illb Use of metalanguage summarizing the relationship among events



Ile Arrangement of content, e.g., the choice and placement of sentences

& phrases directly expressing each event

IV Variations in Language

IVa Alternative sentence structures

IVb Alternative methods of identifying referents

IVe Other variations in detailed phrasing

This framework makes it possible to analyze variations among word problems of the

same type by reference to the underlying structure of the conceptual domain. Different word

problems, rather than being conceptualized as arbitrarily different, can be viewed as varying

systematically along specific dimensions; differences among word problem types, on the other

hand, can be viewed as involving similar dimensions but different underlying frames. And this

precise specification of the content is what is necessary to support true natural language

generation (NLG) systems.

3. Natural Language Generation of Math Word Problems

The discussion thus far has been concerned, in essence, with the feasibility of natural

language generation of math word problems. The analytical methods outlined in this paper have

been used as the basis for the construction of a prototype NLG system, Model Creator, which

supports the automatic item generation of distance-rate-time problems. The system is currently

being extended to cover interest and taxation problems, using an architecture which exploits the

analytical methods illustrated in this paper, and will soon be extended to cover a range of other

math word problem types.

The prototype system was implemented using VisualText, an integrated development

environment (IDE) for natural language processing. The major advantage of using VisualText

for the NLG task was the fact that the underlying programming language, NLP++, supports close

programmatic integration of parse trees with the rest of the system. Major components were

implemented as separate VisualText modules in a pipeline architecture implemented as an MFC

(Microsoft Foundation Classes) GUI (graphical user interface).



The essence of the system is that it provides a user interface in which users need only

control the high level parameters -- the structure of the model and the task-relevant

manipulations of the problem structure. I.e., it provides control over parameters at a level

compatible with building a task model. The process of fleshing out those choices in verbal form

is entirely under the control of the NLG component.

The prototype system as it stands does not directly control for difficulty, though there is

reason to believe that models which use the same choices and parameters will prove to perform

at roughly comparable levels of performance. However, a system of this kind makes it possible

to classify any given instance of a particular problem type in terms of the variables that underlie

the system. It is anticipated that future work will address the extent to which these variable affect

item difficulty.

Also, the NLG prototype discussed here does not yet address one of the potentially most

interesting uses of natural language generation. This is the idea that the same content can be

reused in a variety of problem types.

In principle, the range of basic sentence patterns and prototypical real world situations is

fairly limited: for instance, at the level of basic semantic case frames ("thematic roles"), no

linguistic system postulates more than forty or fifty fundamental semantic relationships by which

language structures its description of real world scenes. Though the elaboration into concrete

examples multiplies the range of possibilities many orders of magnitude, grammatical rules for

expressing content seldom go to that level of detail. Moreover, the abstract semantic structure

seems to be pretty much universal, recurring from one language to the next.

In short, once a description of a reasonable range of (mathematically relevant) vocabulary

has been completed, there is a realistic hope of reaching a new level of generalization in which

the same linguistic content can be reused for different item types, different mathematical

equations, or even in different languages

The real power of NLG for automatic item generation will come when language

resources can be relinked and reused; but even in its current form, it offers consider power and

flexibility for generating new items in a controlled manner.

In summary NLG offers the opportunity to develop AIG systems with very flexible

capacity for generating realistic word problems, where it is possible rapidly to create a large set

of items, whether on the fly or for formative assessment
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